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Abstract

In the rapidly evolving landscape of education, digital technologies have repeatedly
disrupted traditional pedagogical methods. This paper explores the latest of these
disruptions: the potential integration of large language models (LLMs) and chatbots
into graduate engineering education. We begin by tracing historical and technological
disruptions to provide context and then introduce key terms such as machine learning
and deep learning and the underlying mechanisms of recent advancements, namely
attention/transformer models and graphics processing units. The heart of our
investigation lies in the application of an LLM-based chatbot in a graduate fluid
mechanics course. We developed a question bank from the course material and assessed
the chatbot’s ability to provide accurate, insightful responses. The results are
encouraging, demonstrating not only the bot’s ability to effectively answer complex
questions but also the potential advantages of chatbot usage in the classroom, such as
the promotion of self-paced learning, the provision of instantaneous feedback, and the
reduction of instructors’ workload. The study also examines the transformative effect of
intelligent prompting on enhancing the chatbot’s performance. Furthermore, we
demonstrate how powerful plugins like Wolfram Alpha for mathematical problem-solving
and code interpretation can significantly extend the chatbot’s capabilities, transforming
it into a comprehensive educational tool. While acknowledging the challenges and
ethical implications surrounding the use of such AI models in education, we advocate
for a balanced approach. The use of LLMs and chatbots in graduate education can be
greatly beneficial but requires ongoing evaluation and adaptation to ensure ethical and
efficient use. This paper invites further research and dialogue in this emerging field,
with the goal of responsibly harnessing these technologies to advance higher education.

1 Introduction 1

Throughout history, education has been continually shaped by technological disruptions. 2

The advent of the printing press in the 15th century democratized access to knowledge, 3

transforming how information was disseminated [1]. The 19th-century introduction of 4

the blackboard revolutionized classroom dynamics, fostering interactive learning [2]. In 5
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Glossary

artificial intelligence (AI): ability of machines to perform tasks that are

usually associated with human intelligence machine learning (ML): subset of

AI that allows computers to learn from data without being explicitly programmed

deep learning (DL): subset of ML that uses advanced layer approach with large

number of parameters

corpus: text used for training a language model; corpora refers to multiple texts

natural language processing (NLP): algorithms that give computers the abil-

ity to understand and process human language

prompting: user input to the chatbot

input/output prompt (I/O): model computes a single output based

on input

chain of thought prompt (CoT): model breaks the problem in

sequential and interconnected thoughts to arrive at a specific output

tree of thought prompt (ToT): model branches out the input problem

into several thoughts and generates multiple potential outputs

large language model (LLM): integrated DL/NLP model trained on huge cor-

pora to perform complex tasks

chatbot: application interface designed to simulate human conversation

stochastic parrot: random process of generating text based on training from

pre-existing texts

conversational AI: technology that enables computers to engage in natural

and human-like conversations

plugins: powerful software tools designed to enhance the capabilities of a chatbot

sycophancy: tendency of chatbots for unnecessary complementing and agreeing

with user input

hallucination: phenomenon where chatbots produce irrelevant, nonsensical, or

incoherent responses

generative pre-trained transformer (GPT): DL model that generates text,

video, or audio

transformer architecture: neural network architecture that uses focus to

better capture sequences like text

the subsequent era, we saw the impact of innovations like radio [3, 4] and calculators [5]. 6

The late 20th century marked the dawn of digital learning, with the internet enabling 7

online resources, coding platforms, and interactive applications as integral components 8

of modern education [6]. In the current phase, computational software has further 9

enhanced learning, enabling the exploration of complex concepts and intricate 10

problem-solving with ease [7–12]. Despite initial resistance, each disruption has led to 11

fundamental shifts in educational methods, highlighting the transformative potential of 12

technology in education. 13
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The dawn of the 21st century marked the rise of AI as a transformative force in 14

education. Intelligent tutoring systems have personalized learning by tailoring content 15

to individual needs [13, 14]. Automated grading has freed instructors to focus on 16

teaching rather than administrative tasks [14]. Course management systems have 17

enhanced the efficiency of content organization and delivery [15]. Immersive learning 18

environments have been created through virtual and augmented reality, making abstract 19

concepts tangible [16–18]. Tools for performance intervention and emotional state 20

detection have enabled real-time responses to learning difficulties and student 21

engagement, fostering a more responsive educational environment [19–21]. Virtual 22

assistants have facilitated self-directed learning, while AI-powered content creation and 23

plagiarism detection software have enriched materials and ensured integrity [22–24]. 24

Among the diverse AI technologies shaping education, chatbots have emerged as 25

particularly transformative. Evolving from simple rule-based systems, they have become 26

sophisticated conversational agents through advancements in natural language 27

processing (NLP), transformer architectures, and attention mechanisms [25,26]. This 28

remarkable transformation, fueled by high-performance computing and extensive 29

datasets, enabled the training of LLMs [27]. Since 2020, the role of LLMs in education 30

has been a point of exploration and debate. Questions about their impact on learning 31

objectives, student workload, assignments, and academic integrity have arisen, along 32

with considerations of how they might enhance learning experiences [28]. In this 33

context, tools like Elicit, Claude, Poe, and ChatGPT have found specific roles: Elicit 34

and Claude in content optimization and personalization; Poe in fostering creativity; and 35

ChatGPT, an OpenAI product, in aiding content understanding and brainstorming. 36

The addition of plugins and tools like Bard further extends the capabilities of these AI 37

systems, offering instructors a tailored suite of resources for various educational needs. 38

In this paper, we advocate for incorporating Large Language Models (LLMs) into 39

graduate-level STEM instruction, using a fluid mechanics course as a case study. We 40

examine the multifaceted capabilities of LLMs, including answering specialized 41

questions, solving equations, enabling visualization, and even interpreting PDFs. 42

Effective prompting and third-party enhancements like the Wolfram plugin are key to 43

unlocking these capabilities. Importantly, instructors need to grasp the underlying 44

technology behind LLMs, especially when interfacing with chatbots, to mitigate 45

potential drawbacks such as inaccuracies and nonsensical outputs. Beyond the 46

technological considerations, we explore the ethical dimensions of deploying LLMs, 47

emphasizing equity, transparency, and data privacy. The integration of LLMs offers a 48

transformative approach to STEM education, addressing its challenges while 49

maximizing its educational promise. 50

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an in-depth 51

exploration of LLMs, offering insights into their architectures, capabilities, and 52

advancements in natural language processing. In Section 3, we explored the evolution of 53

chatbots, tracing their development from rule-based systems to sophisticated 54

conversational LLM-based chatbots. Section 4 then addresses effective strategies for 55

incorporating LLMs and chatbots into graduate-level STEM instruction, emphasizing 56

the importance of tailored approaches for optimal learning outcomes. Moving forward, 57

Section 5 presents a detailed case study centered on a graduate fluid mechanics course, 58

showcasing practical applications and the varied capabilities of LLMs in a specific 59

educational context, and analyzes the performance of ChatGPT on various categories of 60

problems such as computational, analytical, and mathematical. Section 6 focuses on the 61

assessment methodologies and outcomes of integrating LLMs in the case study, 62

providing a nuanced understanding of their impact on student learning and engagement. 63

Finally, in Section 7, we summarize key findings, discuss implications, and propose 64
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future directions for the integration of LLMs in STEM education, thereby offering a 65

comprehensive framework for educators and researchers in the field. 66

2 The Building Blocks of Educational Chatbots: An 67

Introduction to Large Language Models 68

As we shift our focus from the overarching benefits of LLMs to their technical intricacies, 69

it becomes imperative for instructors to understand what makes these models tick. This 70

is crucial not just for academic curiosity but for practical classroom application. In 71

section 3, we will go a step further by examining how LLMs become the beating heart 72

of chatbots, revolutionizing the educational space in diverse and innovative ways. 73

LLMs, at their core, are an extension of Natural Language Processing (NLP) 74

technologies. These models are trained on vast datasets and have the capability to 75

perform a wide range of tasks, from summarizing articles to conversing in 76

real-time [29–32]. In educational settings, understanding LLMs is becoming increasingly 77

essential. They form the technological backbone of various educational chatbots and 78

virtual assistants that instructors will likely encounter, both today and in the near 79

future [33, 34]. 80

Before we delve into practical applications, it is worth exploring the evolutionary 81

journey of LLMs. These models have transitioned from basic statistical language 82

processors to intricate systems leveraging neural networks and pre-training 83

techniques [29,35–43]. This development has expanded the toolkit that instructors can 84

tap into, enriching the classroom experience. 85

However, LLMs are not just limited to powering chatbots. They can be aligned with 86

ethical considerations and fine-tuned to offer targeted feedback and improved learning 87

outcomes [44–48]. To further illuminate the distinctions between LLMs and chatbots, 88

Figure 1 offers a comparative visual overview. 89

Fig 1. LLMs Training and Applications: LLMs are trained on a corpus (large volume
of text data) using NLP combined with ML methods. The LLMs can be used for a
variety of tasks (shown on the right side) or developed into a type of chatbot that can
answer questions, carry on a conversation, or operate plugins.
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When considering the advancement of LLMs, two key innovations emerge: 90

LLMs Architecture: The advent of transformer architecture [49] has 91

revolutionized the field by introducing attention mechanisms. These mechanisms enable 92

LLMs to grasp the context within sentences or even across paragraphs, improving their 93

utility in tasks like translation, summarization, and question-answering [50–52]. 94

Computational Power: The efficacy of LLMs is closely tied to computational 95

resources. The usage of advanced GPUs and TPUs has made it possible to train models 96

with more parameters, enabling a level of performance that was previously 97

unattainable [53–57]. 98

As we wrap up our discussion on the innovations driving the efficacy of LLMs, it is 99

crucial to recognize that these advancements in architecture or computational power are 100

tightly coupled with the complexities of training these models. For instructors aiming to 101

implement or understand LLMs in educational settings, grasping the underlying 102

training procedures becomes pivotal. 103

2.1 State-of-the-Art Large Language Model Training 104

As we move deeper into the intricacies of LLMs training, we begin with the foundational 105

aspect: data preparation. Instructors keen on harnessing the power of LLMs should 106

note that the efficacy of these models starts with clean data. Preprocessing tasks like 107

text sanitization and removing irrelevant symbols are critical first steps to ensure the 108

quality of training. Once the data is prepared, the next pivotal step involves 109

establishing the architecture—most often, the transformer architecture, as seen in 110

models like GPT. Initial values for weights and biases are set during this phase, laying 111

the groundwork for the model to develop a comprehensive understanding of language. 112

At this juncture, it is crucial to understand that the training of LLMs is not a 113

one-time process but occurs in distinct stages, pretraining and fine-tuning. The 114

pretraining stage is a broad learning phase that employs a self-supervised approach, 115

where the model absorbs the intricacies of language from vast volumes of unlabeled 116

data. This is similar to a student engaging in broad academic study before specializing. 117

As the model transitions into the fine-tuning stage, it is as if the student moves into 118

specialized coursework: the model learns from smaller, task-specific labeled 119

datasets [58–60]. This specialization allows the model to apply its generalized 120

knowledge to perform specific tasks, enhancing its utility in educational settings [30]. 121

2.2 Challenges and Caveats of Large Language Model 122

Integration for Education 123

As LLMs increasingly find applications in higher education, it is crucial for instructors 124

and students to comprehend their inner workings, ethical implications, alignment with 125

human values, and the importance of model training and dataset quality [61–63]. While 126

chatbots offer various benefits, they also introduce challenges such as hallucination, 127

privacy, and overreliance. 128

Hallucination: Researchers have sometimes observed that LLMs provide incorrect 129

or misleading information [64, 65]. Although the text produced by LLMs might exhibit 130

grammatical accuracy and logical structure, it can sometimes suffer from semantic 131

inaccuracy, misdirection, conflicts, or misalignment with the given context or 132

established facts. Researchers and developers can tackle this challenge by furnishing 133

models with superior-quality data or incorporating human feedback. 134
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Outdated knowledge: LLMs might experience difficulty in resolving problems 135

that demand the latest information. However, researchers are actively working on 136

strategies to ensure that these models are consistently supplied with the latest insights, 137

potentially mitigating this concern [66,67]. 138

Harmful content: LLMs possess the capability to produce content that could be 139

harmful, potentially amplifying societal problems and nurturing hostility [68, 69]. 140

Deliberate examination of initial GPT-4 iterations unveiled this risk, prompting model 141

rejections as a measure to alleviate potential harm. The released version of GPT-4 142

demonstrates significant improvements in reducing harmful content generation. 143

Privacy: LLMs are trained on diverse datasets, have the capacity to synthesize 144

information, and can potentially discern individuals while paired with external data [70]. 145

Actions such as expunging personal information from datasets and employing 146

automated assessments are put into effect to mitigate risks to privacy. Subsequent 147

improvements are directed at curbing privacy hazards by concentrating on information 148

provided by users [71, 72]. 149

Overreliance: A growing concern with increasing model capability can lead to 150

unnoticed errors, inadequate oversight, and potential skill loss [73]. Mitigation strategies 151

include providing comprehensive documentation, refining the model’s refusal behavior, 152

and encouraging critical evaluation of model outputs. However, challenges persist, such 153

as the model’s tendency to hedge responses, which may inadvertently foster overreliance, 154

and users potentially becoming less attentive to refusal cues over time. 155

To address these challenges, there are two effective approaches available to all end 156

users: collaborative optimization and user-led customization. Collaborative 157

optimization involves a team of experts across various domains working together to 158

tailor LLM chatbots for specific purposes. This method includes using strategies like 159

OpenAI’s Red Teaming to proactively address security, accuracy, and ethical issues, 160

ensuring the chatbots are reliable and user-friendly. On the other hand, user-led 161

customization involves developing fine-tuned GPT models for particular subjects or 162

applications. For example, tools like OpenAI GPT builder enable users to create models 163

that adhere to specific guidelines, aligning with their unique objectives and enhancing 164

the overall experience. 165

Understanding how to manage these challenges often involves a deep dive into the 166

model’s inner mechanisms, including its stochastic behavior. One way to gain more 167

control over model outputs and mitigate some of these challenges is through a concept 168

known as temperature scaling. 169

2.3 The Stochastic Nature of LLMs: The Concept of 170

Temperature 171

Controlling LLMs responses is a fundamental concern for instructors aiming to 172

maximize the utility of these models in academic settings. Temperature scaling provides 173

a nuanced approach to balancing the model’s certainty and creativity, helping to 174

address some of the aforementioned challenges, such as generating hallucinated or overly 175

rigid content. 176

Temperature scaling assumes a pivotal methodological role in governing distribution 177

smoothness, carrying significant implications for augmenting the performance of 178

intricate models involved in NLP tasks [74]. By employing lower temperature 179

parameters, the models demonstrate heightened certainty and consistency, attributes 180

crucial for precision-demanding tasks. Nonetheless, this can result in outputs perceived 181
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as excessively rigid or repetitive [75]. 182

In contrast, applying higher temperature parameters infuses the models with an 183

element of stochasticity, fostering a more diverse and creative output and facilitating the 184

exploration of unconventional solutions and novel ideas. On the other hand, excessively 185

high temperatures may result in incoherent responses unrelated to the original query. 186

The methods of implementing temperature scaling are multifaceted, encompassing 187

constant temperature applications [76, 77], dynamic adjustments over training 188

iterations [78], or variations based on the specific word position within a sentence [74]. 189

The practical significance of temperature scaling in LLMs is particularly salient 190

when these models are adapted into real-world applications such as automated chat 191

systems or chatbots. By calibrating the temperature, instructors can tailor the chatbot 192

responses to be either more precise or more creative, depending on the educational 193

context. With this foundational understanding of LLMs and their stochastic behavior, 194

we are better equipped to explore their most interactive form: chatbots. 195

3 Chatbots: Interfacing with Humans 196

Building on the foundations of Large Language Models (LLMs), chatbots have rapidly 197

become a pivotal component of human-computer interaction [79,80]. Their unique blend 198

of algorithmic complexity and linguistic proficiency enables real-time dialogue with 199

users, adding a layer of interactivity that holds significant implications for higher 200

education. These advanced capabilities are the culmination of decades of research and 201

innovation in Artificial Intelligence and computational linguistics. This section will 202

explore the historical roots of chatbots, delve into their evolution over the years, 203

examine their applications in academia, and discuss the tools and methodologies that 204

facilitate their effective integration into educational settings. 205

3.1 History and Evolution of Chatbots and Conversational AIs 206

For instructors interested in understanding the roots of chatbots, the story starts with 207

the Turing Test, introduced in 1950 by Alan Turing [81–83] (as shown by the blue node 208

in Figure 2). The Turing Test aimed to determine if a machine could exhibit behavior 209

indistinguishable from human intelligence. This intellectual query led to the creation of 210

ELIZA in the 1960s by Joseph Weizenbaum [84–86] (the first purple node on the upper 211

layer in Figure 2). Serving as a rudimentary psychotherapist, ELIZA used 212

pattern-matching techniques to simulate conversation. 213

In the 1970s, rule-based chatbot systems became prevalent, where predefined rules 214

determined the responses to user inputs. Richard Wallace’s A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial 215

Linguistic Internet Computer Entity) was a notable example that engaged users in 216

open-ended conversations using an extensive set of predefined rules [87, 88]. A.L.I.C.E. 217

incorporated context awareness through short-term memory and refined its responses by 218

storing previous inputs and corresponding responses [89, 90], which led to the 219

development of other chatbot systems like MegaHAL [91,92] and Jabberwacky [93–95]. 220

The twenty-first century has witnessed remarkable advancements in AI and NLP 221

techniques, leading to the development of sophisticated and innovative chatbots [96–98]. 222

These chatbots can understand user queries and provide meaningful responses, making 223

them invaluable for various applications such as customer service, personalized support, 224

and product recommendations [99, 100]. Additionally, they excel at automating 225

mundane tasks and extracting valuable insights from vast datasets [101,102]. For 226

instance, SmarterChild, an instant messaging chatbot initially developed by 227
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Fig 2. Choronological Development, Evolution, and Progression of LLMs and
Chatbots: Advanced language models, capable of processing vast amounts of data,
chatbots, and conversational AI agents have evolved and interacted with each other,
leading to advancements in natural language understanding, human-computer
interactions, and AI-driven products. In the Figure, the orange objects refer to LLMs,
purple objects refer to conversational AI or chatbots, green objects refer to AI-based
virtual assistants and pink objects refer to AI-driven objects.

ActiveBuddy and later acquired by Microsoft, delivers various services ranging from 228

weather reports to general information [103] (the purple node on the right side of the 229

upper layer in Figure 2). One pivotal milestone in the chatbot landscape was the 230

introduction of Siri (Speech Interpretation and Recognition Interface) by 231

Apple [104, 105] (the green node at the beginning of the middle layer in Figure 2 as the 232

first intelligent virtual assistant). Siri, an intelligent virtual assistant, revolutionized 233

how humans interact with technology and chatbots [106]. Its success has not only 234

transformed user expectations but also paved the way for the development of other 235

notable virtual assistants such as Alexa by Amazon [107–109], Cortana by 236

Microsoft [110–113], and Google Assistant by Google [114–117]. 237

Recent years have witnessed the emergence of conversational AI, driven by advances 238

in ML, DL, and NLP. Platforms such as IBM Watson [118–120] and Google 239

Dialogflow [121–124] have been instrumental in the development of conversational AI 240

and the enhancement of the understanding and implementation of NLP techniques. One 241

of the most notable achievements in the field of conversational AI is the development of 242

powerful language models such as GPT (the orange node near the end of the middle 243

layer in Figure 2 represents the onset of chatbots and artificial intelligence), which have 244

significantly improved the understanding and generation capabilities of 245

chatbots [125–128]. Developed by OpenAI, these models are trained on vast amounts of 246

text data using advanced DL architectures to generate coherent and contextual 247

human-like responses [129]. With each iteration, these models become more complex, 248

introducing new functionalities to the corresponding chatbot, including conditional text 249

generation (GPT 2); translation and summarization (GPT 3); faster outputs and text 250

completion (GPT 3.5); multilanguage functions, logical reasoning, and robust API 251

plugins (such as Wolfram Alpha and ScholarAI) (GPT 4) [125,127,130]. Figure 3 252

illustrates the performance enhancement and additional functionalities in different 253
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versions of GPT models as the number of input parameters in the DL model increases. 254

Fig 3. The Highlighted Road Map of GPT Evolution: From the early inception of GPT
to its progressive iterations, this roadmap showcases the rapid development of powerful
language generation models based on transformer architecture. It also depicts the major
breakthroughs and refinements leading to more sophisticated and capable GPT variants
that have significantly impacted various NLP tasks.

The release of ChatGPT as a chatbot based on GPT models by OpenAI marks a 255

pivotal milestone in the development of chatbots and conversational AIs. After that, 256

Inflection released the Pi chatbot [131], designed to be a kind and supportive 257

companion offering conversations, friendly advice, and concise information in a 258

human-like and coherent style. Replika is another companion chatbot programmed to 259

learn and mimic people’s writing style, offering an unprecedented sense of comfort and 260

well-being [132–135]. Similar to other technological giants, Google has also contributed 261

to fields of LLMs through the development of several models, including 262

LaMDA [136–138] and PaLM [139–141]. Despite many obstacles in the development 263

and implementation procedure, such as sentinent behavior, LaMDA, and PaLM are 264

utilized to develop Bard chatbot [142,143]. Bard is an AI-powered chatbot designed to 265

be more conversational and generate more diverse and prolonged responses than GPT 266

models [144,145]. Claude and Claude 2.0 are two of the other powerful chatbots 267

released recently, with superior performance to generate longer responses and nuanced 268

reasoning [146, 147]. Claude 2.0 has made significant strides in multiple fields, including 269

law and mathematics. It scored 76.5% in the Bar exam’s multiple-choice section and 270

achieved a score higher than 90% of graduate school applicants in GRE reading and 271

writing exams [148]. Figure 2 provides a comprehensive overview of the evolution 272

timeline of chatbots, LLMs, conversational AIs, and AI-based products. 273

3.2 Higher-Education Implication of Chatbots 274

Chatbots, powered by advancements in conversational AI and sophisticated language 275

models like GPT, PaLM, and LaMDA have revolutionized various domains, including 276

education. These models have significantly enhanced the natural language 277

understanding and generation capabilities of chatbots, allowing them to generate 278

coherent and contextually appropriate responses [96, 129,149,150]. In education, these 279
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advancements offer numerous advantages to researchers [151], students [152], and 280

instructors [153]. Chatbots can provide personalized and adaptive learning experiences 281

by tailoring content and resources to individual student needs and learning styles, 282

leading to improved engagement and knowledge retention [154,155]. They can offer 283

immediate and accurate responses to student inquiries, providing timely support and 284

guidance that enhances the learning process [156–158]. Additionally, chatbots facilitate 285

continuous assessment and feedback, allowing students to receive prompt evaluations 286

and insights into their progress, enabling them to identify areas for 287

improvement [159,160]. They can also assist in delivering educational materials and 288

resources, offering on-demand access to information, and promoting self-directed 289

learning [161]. Moreover, chatbots foster collaborative learning experiences by 290

facilitating group discussions and providing opportunities for peer interaction [162]. By 291

automating administrative tasks, such as grading and scheduling, chatbots support 292

instructors by freeing up their time to focus on instructional activities [159, 163]. These 293

advantages of chatbots in education encompass personalized learning, timely support, 294

continuous assessment, resource delivery, collaboration, and administrative 295

assistance [164–166]. Figure 4 illustrates some of the merits of chatbot implementation 296

for student and education purposes. 297

In addition to educational benefits, researchers could also benefit from utilizing 298

chatbots. Chatbots have substantially enhanced the present state of information 299

retrieval, providing a notable improvement in the accessibility of information compared 300

to basic Google searches. Furthermore, these chatbots, augmented with powerful 301

plugins, open up new gateways to access the internet’s vast repository of knowledge, 302

e.g., OpenAI has introduced plugins as an added feature in its latest versions of 303

ChatGPT, where users can select and utilize up to three plugins at a time for their 304

specific tasks, with the option to change their selection as needed, providing valuable 305

assistance to both students and researchers in higher education, enabling them to 306

streamline their tasks and achieve their objectives with reduced effort. Table 1 outlines 307

several plugins integrated into ChatGPT, offering higher education and research 308

applications. Apart from plugins, chatbots have also tapped into specialized AIs that 309

focus on discovering academic papers, exemplified by Elicit, Semantic Scholar, and 310

ScholarAI. These advancements encompass the critical stages of research, ranging from 311

writing and editing to a meticulous review of papers. Additionally, chatbots have 312

evolved to excel at summarizing complex research papers, rendering them invaluable 313

aids for researchers and learners seeking to distill intricate knowledge efficiently. 314

While chatbots bring numerous benefits to education and research, they also face 315

drawbacks and limitations. One limitation is their inability to fully replace the human 316

element of interaction and personalized instruction [26]. Despite being able to provide 317

immediate responses and support, chatbots lack the empathy and nuanced 318

understanding that human instructors possess, which can be particularly challenging for 319

students requiring individualized attention or those with complex learning needs. 320

Additionally, chatbots may need help to accurately assess subjective assignments or 321

provide in-depth feedback beyond essential evaluation criteria [167]. Technological 322

barriers and disparities pose another limitation due to students’ unequal access to the 323

necessary devices, stable internet connections, or technological literacy, hindering their 324

engagement with chatbot-driven educational experiences. Moreover, there is a risk of 325

chatbots inadvertently reinforcing a transactional approach to learning, prioritizing 326

correct answers over critical thinking, creativity, and problem-solving skills [168], 327

limiting opportunities for comprehensive learning experiences, exploration, and 328

intellectual growth. Furthermore, one concern regarding chatbots is their potential to 329

perpetuate biases and reinforce stereotypes in their training data [162,169]. If the 330
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Fig 4. Chatbots in Education: A transformative tool offering students instant access,
tailored learning experiences through topical threads, rapid responses, and unparalleled
personalization for an optimized learning journey.

training data are biased or lack diversity, the chatbot’s responses may unintentionally 331

exhibit biases or engage in discriminatory behavior. Privacy and data security concerns 332

also arise when utilizing chatbots, requiring careful data handling to comply with 333

privacy regulations and safeguard sensitive information [170,171]. Additionally, 334

technical glitches, system failures, or programming errors can disrupt the learning 335

process and lead to frustration among researchers, students, and instructors [172]. It is 336

essential to address these limitations thoughtfully and consider chatbots as 337

complementary tools that work alongside human instructors to create a comprehensive 338

and effective educational environment. 339

As we have explored the diverse merits and potential pitfalls of chatbot 340

implementation in educational settings, an important conclusion emerges: successful 341

adoption is not a plug-and-play endeavor. Instead, it necessitates systematic adaptations 342

in curriculum design, instructional techniques, and communication protocols [152]. 343

Instructors, therefore, should not just be passive consumers of this technology; they 344

should actively engage in restructuring course objectives, designing chatbot-centric 345

assignments, and establishing guidelines for effective chatbot utilization. Instructor 346

training programs, too, must evolve, equipping instructors with the skills to weave 347

chatbots seamlessly into their pedagogical toolkit [163]. By proactively embracing these 348

adjustments, we pave the way for a more dynamic and enriched educational experience. 349

4 Chatbots: Strategies and Tools 350

Building upon the discussed chronological evolution and real-world implications of 351

chatbots, we will examine the key methods and tools used in chatbots, highlighting 352

from prompt techniques to customizing interactions and providing an in-depth review 353

useful for graduate students and instructors. 354

4.1 Basic Prompting 355

Prompting serves as the bedrock for enhancing the utility of chatbots, particularly those 356

employing advanced language models like ChatGPT. In essence, a prompt is a set of 357
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Plugins/Features Description

Browsing
Browsing Alpha integrates the Bing search API, enabling ChatGPT to
browse and retrieve web content directly from the internet.

Retrieval

The Retrieval feature grants ChatGPT the ability to access authorized
personal or organizational information sources. By leveraging natural
language queries, users can retrieve pertinent document snippets from
various data sources, including files, emails, notes, and public documents.

Advanced

Enhances the capabilities of ChatGPT by enabling it to perform a variety

Data Analysis

of tasks. These tasks include numerically solving mathematical problems
conducting data analysis and visualization on your dataset file, and
converting file formats using Python.This feature was previously introduced
as Code Interpreter.

Wolfram
Empowers ChatGPT users with advanced computational capabilities,
enabling them to solve various types of queries, including mathematical
problems and computations.

AskYourPDF Generate summaries of file content in response to user inquiries.

ScholarAI
It searches millions of peer-reviewed articles based on the user prompt. It
also obtains the DOI and provides a short summary of the article.

Custom Allows the users to specify or customize their preferences or requirements
Instructions about the responses way they want to receive from the chatbot.

Table 1. Shows the description of some available plugins and features that can be used
in higher education. The features mentioned are exclusively accessible to ChatGPT-4
subscribers, with the exception of Custom Instructions, which are available to both
ChatGPT-3 and ChatGPT-4 users.

instructions that directs the chatbot toward generating a specific kind of 358

response [173–175]. It acts as the steering wheel for the chatbot, guiding it to produce 359

outcomes that align with the desired objectives [176–178]. Therefore, crafting clear and 360

structured prompts becomes indispensable for optimizing the accuracy and relevance of 361

the chatbot’s generated responses [176]. 362

For instance, while searching for the momentum equation for a steady, inviscid, and 363

incompressible flow, an improper prompt like ‘provide the momentum equation’ may 364

produce a more generalized answer. However, a more specific prompt like ‘provide the 365

momentum equation for a steady, inviscid, and incompressible flow’ ensures an accurate 366

response. 367

Understanding the intricacies of prompt engineering is not merely a technical 368

endeavor but a practical one for instructors. This understanding allows instructors to 369

leverage tools like ChatGPT in versatile ways, from crafting dynamic quizzes to 370

designing comprehensive course plans. Thanks to the adaptability of prompt 371

configurations, ChatGPT can be fine-tuned to offer a multitude of prompt suggestions, 372

gathering diverse and relevant educational data [176,179]. 373

4.2 Prompt Strategies 374

Before diving into the advanced prompting methods, it is essential to understand the 375

foundational principles that govern effective prompting. These can be broadly 376
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categorized into specific words, context provision, and mechanisms for eliciting more 377

detailed information [180]. ChatGPT utilizes various advanced prompting strategies to 378

solve distinct challenges, yielding the desired outputs. Specifically, three principal 379

methods stand out: the Input-Output (I/O) method, the Chain of Thought (CoT), and 380

the Tree of Thoughts (ToT) prompt [181]. 381

In I/O prompting, the model is provided with various input samples alongside their 382

respective outputs which guides the model in producing the desired output for a given 383

input [181]. Figure 5 shows an example of I/O prompting using ChatGPT-4. In this 384

scenario, we posed a query ‘What is the continuum hypothesis in fluid mechanics’ to 385

ChatGPT-4., which in turn resulted in the corresponding response. 386

Fig 5. I/O Prompting Mechanism: Inputs are fed into the system, and based on
internal processing, corresponding outputs are generated, showcasing the dynamic
interaction and response mechanism

CoT breaks the input problem into a series of logical thoughts and reaches the final 387

desired output based on previous thoughts. This approach is useful for intricate 388

mathematical or reasoning tasks that require step-by-step breakdowns. It clarifies the 389

model’s actions and its reasoning, making error detection more 390

straightforward. [181–184]. 391

Figure 6 shows the example of CoT prompting using ChatGPT-4. We used the CoT 392

prompting technique in this scenario to pose the same question. ChatGPT 393

deconstructed the query into several thoughts, each directing the model toward the final 394

answer. 395

ToT is a strategy for structuring the model’s output to branch out into different 396

related thoughts. This approach can be beneficial for complicated questions that involve 397

multiple related ideas. By structuring the response as a tree of thoughts, the model can 398

cover a wide range of related ideas in a structured and organized manner. ToT solves a 399

problem by searching over a tree where each node represents a partial solution based on 400

input and previous thought sequences [181]. Figure 7 shows the example of ToT 401

prompting. We attempted to utilize ToT in a more straightforward manner without any 402

coding. Yet, the prompt illustrated in Figure 7 may not genuinely respond to queries 403

using the tree of thoughts. Hence, we believe there’s a pressing need for an improved 404

methodology to draft prompts for ToT. 405

Within the rest of this study, to instruct ChatGPT to induce the ToT prompt, we 406

have utilized the following command provided by Dave Hulbert [185]. This prompt 407

initiates a discussion that investigates several logical paths, possibly leading to the 408
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Fig 6. CoT Prompting Mechanism: CoT breaks the problem into multiple sequential
and interconnected steps, and each step gives a clear idea of how the model reaches the
final output.

Fig 7. ToT Prompting Mechanism: ToT branches out the input into different related
thoughts, which help the model reach the final outputs.
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desired outcome of the question. From a discussion standpoint, this prompt may 409

effectively provide distinct paths to answer conceptual questions, but it might be less 410

efficient in addressing analytical or mathematical problems, as discussed in section 5.2. 411

Imagine three different experts are answering this question.

All experts will write down 1 step of their thinking, then

share it with the group. Then, all experts will go on to the

next step. If any expert realizes they’re wrong at any point,

then they leave. [The question is ...]

4.3 How to use a prompt properly? 412

ChatGPT is a valuable resource for both students and instructors at graduate, 413

undergraduate, and professional levels. It can craft course syllabi, design projects, 414

supply fundamental formulas, offer research articles, and even design and assess student 415

quizzes. The best possible results can be achieved by supplying context and employing 416

plugins. Below are some illustrations showcasing the advantages of using ChatGPT in a 417

graduate fluid mechanics course. 418

Example provided by the instructor: We are learning the fundamentals of 419

turbulence for a graduate-level fluid mechanics class. Today, we are focused on the 420

Navier-Stokes equation and its application. Please generate a summary of this topic 421

followed by a quiz with five multiple-choice questions. We will attempt to answer the 422

questions next, and then we will ask you to check our results and provide reasons for the 423

correct answers. 424

ChatGPT-4 provided a concise overview of the Navier-Stokes equation and its 425

practical uses in the given scenario, accompanied by a quiz of 5 multiple-choice 426

questions. When prompted on the preferred answer format for students, ChatGPT 427

emphasized clarity, suggesting any method that distinctly matches answers to their 428

corresponding questions. Using a streamlined format—listing answers like 1A, 2B, 3C, 429

4D, and 5B, it assessed the responses, highlighted correct and incorrect answers, and 430

elucidated the reasoning behind each question. 431

Example provided by the instructor: We are learning about the fundamentals 432

of turbulence in today’s class. Using ScholarAI, find the most recently published papers 433

on direct numerical simulation (DNS) focusing on the flow over an airfoil. Based on 434

what you find, provide three short-answer questions I can try to answer, and you can 435

check. 436

In response to this example, ChatGPT-4 presented us with some of the latest papers 437

via the ScholarAI plugin and posed three brief questions based on the content of those 438

papers. After submitting our responses, it assessed and provided explanations for each 439

question. 440

Example provided by the instructor: We are learning about the fundamentals 441

of shock waves in today’s class. Our learning goal is to understand shock waves’ 442

formation, propagation, and impact. Please provide five real-life examples of shock 443

waves. Based on the examples, provide five short-answer questions I can try to answer, 444

and you can check. 445

ChatGPT-4 presented five practical instances of shock waves based on the given 446

scenario. Following that, it posed five questions based on these examples. After we 447

submitted our responses, it analyzed them and offered detailed explanations for each 448

question. 449
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Example provided by the instructor: We are learning about the fundamentals 450

of shock waves in today’s class. Our goal is to learn about shock tubes. Please give me a 451

detailed theory of shock tubes with the necessary equations and design a project for me 452

with proper initial conditions so that I can analytically calculate the change of pressure, 453

velocity, temperature, and density across the shock wave in the tube and you can check 454

the final answers. 455

In response to the above example, ChatGPT-4 provided details about the shock 456

tubes, including the equations representing how various properties alter across the shock 457

wave. Subsequently, it outlined a project with the necessary initial conditions. We 458

analytically calculated the change of different properties like pressure, velocity, 459

temperature, and density across the shock wave. After sharing our results with 460

ChatGPT, it evaluated our responses. 461

Example provided by the instructor: We are learning about vortex generation 462

and shedding fundamentals. Please give me a detailed theory on these topics with the 463

necessary mathematical formulations. Give me a few real-life examples of vortex 464

shedding, followed by a quiz with three short answer questions based on applications of 465

vortex shedding in Engineering. We will attempt to answer the questions, and you will 466

evaluate our responses. 467

In response to the above example, ChatGPT-4 provided details about the vortex 468

generation and shedding with necessary equations, followed by a few real-life examples. 469

It then posed three questions concerning the application of vortex shedding in 470

engineering. After we submitted our responses, it evaluated them and explained each 471

question. 472

Example provided by the instructor: In today’s class, we are learning about the 473

flow around a circular cylinder. We are particularly interested in the pressure 474

distribution around the cylinder. I have sent you all a paper. Now using Ask Your PDF, 475

tell ChatGPT to summarize this paper and find out the most important points. Also, ask 476

any question to GPT if you need help understanding anything from the pdf. 477

In the provided scenario, the Ask Your PDF tool prompted us with a link to upload 478

our document. Once the paper was uploaded and its URL was shared with ChatGPT, 479

the system could provide summaries and address queries originating from the content of 480

the PDF. 481

The conversational learning feature of ChatGPT allows students to learn through 482

dialogue and interactions [180,186]. Rather than traditional Google searches, students 483

can directly ask GPT for recent papers or specific answers. Integrations with plugins 484

like Wolfram, ScholarAI, Advanced Data Analysis, and Custom Instructions enhance 485

the learning experience. Furthermore, ChatGPT can recall previous conversations until 486

a new chat begins. Students and instructors can engage in back-and-forth discussions, 487

seek more profound understanding, and verify any information. Due to its training on 488

diverse topics, ChatGPT can identify interdisciplinary connections. With the help of 489

Advanced Data Analysis and Custom Instructions, many previously impossible tasks 490

have become straightforward. Thus, we will delve deeper into these tools to 491

demonstrate their application in graduate-level fluid mechanics courses. 492

4.4 Advanced Data Analysis 493

The advanced data analysis, an experimental ChatGPT model, is designed to execute 494

Python code, manage file uploads, and facilitate downloads within a well-structured 495

environment. This innovative feature operates with persistence and security, 496

maintaining a session that remains active throughout a chat conversation, albeit with 497
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an upper-bound timeout. This continuity enables subsequent code executions to build 498

upon each other, fostering a dynamic and interactive experience. Additionally, the 499

environment is equipped with ephemeral disk space and supports an array of 500

widely-used Python packages. The system allows for the uploading of files to the 501

current conversation workspace and the downloading of the results, thereby 502

substantially enhancing the functionalities of ChatGPT. This advancement represents a 503

significant leap in capabilities, allowing for many sophisticated tasks and applications to 504

be adeptly performed within the confines of the conversation. 505

• The advanced data analysis can process data from user-uploaded files. It can 506

detail the dataset, execute statistical evaluations, craft visual representations like 507

graphs, identify data trends, and forecast outcomes. 508

• It can execute image processing tasks, alter the image’s color scheme, and modify 509

its form while preserving the original aspect ratio. 510

• Another excellent feature of the advanced data analysis is its file conversion 511

function. It can convert one format of the file to another format based on the 512

user’s preference. 513

• The Advanced Data Analysis can create, analyze, and optimize codes. 514

Additionally, it can identify coding errors and offer corrective suggestions. 515

• In addition to powerful Python visualization libraries, advanced data analysis 516

allows users to develop interactive visualizations and interfaces through Streamlit. 517

Streamlit helps users quickly and easily build data-driven apps, dashboards, and 518

reports with minimal code. It also allows developers to create complex 519

visualizations and interfaces. Additionally, Streamlit offers a wide range of 520

features to make it easier for developers to build high-quality applications. 521

The course instructors and students can gain significant advantages from Advanced 522

Data Analysis. Below, some instances are highlighted demonstrating the effective 523

utilization of advanced data analysis. 524

Example 1: We are learning the fundamentals of streamlines, stream functions, 525

and vortex shedding for a graduate-level fluid mechanics class. Today we are particularly 526

interested in how streamlines behave when there is a flow passing over a spherical body. 527

Write a Python code that will generate multiple streamlines over a circular body. Do not 528

show any streamlines inside the circular body. Save the visualization in a high-resolution 529

image. 530

ChatGPT executed the Python code in response to this example and generated the 531

following high-quality image (Figure 8). However, it included a caveat, noting that the 532

plot is rudimentary. For a more accurate visualization, it is advised to employ more 533

robust computational methods like DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) or LES (Large 534

Eddy Simulation). 535

Example 2: Today, we are particularly interested in the drag force and drag 536

coefficient measurement. We have experimental data for measuring the drag force over a 537

streamlined hemisphere. The drag force was measured by a force transducer, and the 538

drag coefficient was measured by the empirical equation. Now, read the experimental 539

data file. Consider the 1st row and 1st column as the headers. Show the correlation 540

matrix in a heat map. Now save the visualization in high-resolution images. 541

The ChatGPT read and described the data file in response to this example. 542

Subsequently, a correlation matrix was presented in Figure 9, depicting the 543

interrelationships between each variable. The correlation values span from -1 to 1, 544
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Fig 8. Flow Over a Circular Body Generated by Advanced Data Analysis: Advanced
Data Analysis generated multiple streamlines, showing the flow direction from left to
right, around the circular body. However, it recommended more robust computational
techniques like DNS or LES for better visualization.

where 1 signifies a perfectly positive correlation, -1 denotes a perfectly negative 545

correlation, and 0 suggests no correlation. 546

Example 3: We are learning the fundamentals of streamlines, stream functions, 547

and vortex shedding for a graduate-level fluid mechanics class. I have uploaded an image 548

that is from a very classic fluid mechanics problem. The image is in greyscale but we 549

need a colored version of it. Make it a colored image. Put greyscaled and colored images 550

side by side and generate very high-resolution images which I can use in a report. 551

In response to this example, ChatGPT transformed a grayscale image into a 552

colorized version, adeptly preserving the intensity levels, as displayed in Figure 10. 553

Example 4: We are learning the fundamentals of shock waves and are particularly 554

interested in oblique shock waves. I have uploaded a data file which is basically an 555

oblique shock table [187]. Consider the first row as a header. Now, describe the data file 556

in brief and create a few important plots. Also, tell me what should be the value of � at 557

✓=5 and M1=1 and 1.5. 558

In response to this example, ChatGPT described the data file nicely in short and 559

generated Figure 11. Within the dataset, certain conditions exhibited detached shock 560

waves, which were adeptly represented in the visualizations by the Advanced Data 561

Analysis. Additionally, ChatGPT provided precise values for � at ✓=5 and M1=1 and 562

1.5, indicating its capability to interact with specific rows and columns effectively. 563

4.5 Custom Instructions 564

In a recent development, OpenAI unveiled an innovative feature for its advanced 565

conversational AI, ChatGPT, in July 2023. This feature, known as Custom Instructions, 566

allows students in higher education, researchers, and graduate students to specify their 567

preferences or requirements, which the AI system takes into account while formulating 568
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Fig 9. Correlation Heatmap: The correlation matrix shows the correlation between
every pair of variables. The values range from -1 to 1, where 1 indicates a perfect
positive correlation, -1 indicates a perfect negative correlation, and 0 indicates no
correlation.

Fig 10. Transformed Colored Image: The Advanced Data Analysis converted the
grayscale image into a colored image, keeping the intensity level the same.

responses. This enhancement is particularly beneficial for instructors and graduate 569

students, as it allows them to tailor the AI’s responses to their specific needs. 570

For instance, an instructor involved in higher education sciences can leverage this 571

feature to craft detailed lesson plans without repeatedly specifying their teaching 572

context. Similarly, researchers and graduate students can customize the AI’s responses 573

based on their field of study, enhancing the relevance and applicability of the 574

information provided. Moreover, those with advanced knowledge in a particular domain 575
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Fig 11. Generated Visualizations from Uploaded Datafile: The Advanced Data
Analysis generated the line plots from the uploaded shock table. The discontinuity in
the lines indicates the detached shock conditions.

can instruct the AI to generate code without accompanying explanations, thereby 576

streamlining the output for those already familiar with the subject matter. 577

Introducing custom instructions optimizes the output of ChatGPT, leading to more 578

targeted and valuable responses, enhancing the educational process, and making the tool 579

more effective and efficient for learning and teaching purposes. The feature represents a 580

significant stride in the evolution of AI, demonstrating its potential to adapt to 581

individual needs and contribute positively to various educational contexts. Here is an 582

example of a graduate-level fluid mechanics course from the student’s perspective. 583

Example provided by student: I am working on a problem related to the 584

Navier-Stokes equations, which describe the motion of fluid substances. I understand the 585

theory but I need help with implementing a numerical solution, specifically using the 586

finite difference method in Python. Generate Python code for a finite difference solution 587

to the 2D incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Assume a uniform grid and a simple 588

boundary condition where the velocity is zero at the boundaries. As I understand the 589

theory, generate just the code. 590

In response to this example, ChatGPT would generate the Python code for finite 591

difference solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations without explaining the theory behind 592

the equations. 593

5 Chatbot Implementation: Case Study and 594

Evaluation of a Graduate STEM Course 595

Incorporated with ChatGPT 596

After we explored ChatGPT and its integration with powerful plugins, features, and 597

strategies for educational purposes, in our next step, we will examine the full scope of 598

its accuracy and capabilities within the educational realm. Among the many available 599

courses, we have selected graduate fluid mechanics as our case study due to its 600

multifaceted nature, incorporating conceptual, analytical, and mathematical elements, 601

as well as computationally intensive problems that often require advanced solvers and 602

post-processing techniques. 603
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5.1 Case Study: Graduate Fluid Mechanics 604

As a case study for this paper, we examined the graduate-level fluid mechanics course to 605

determine how the instructors and the students could benefit from a chatbot. This 606

advanced-level course offers an in-depth exploration of fluid mechanics, encompassing a 607

comprehensive understanding of fluid behavior, flow phenomena, and the mathematical 608

models utilized to analyze fluid flows. The curriculum explores conservation laws, 609

viscous flows, boundary layer theory, turbulence, compressibility, and multiphase flows. 610

Students gain the necessary skills to analyze complex fluid systems and develop 611

solutions to practical engineering problems through theoretical lectures, computational 612

exercises, and experimental investigations. It enhances students’ theoretical knowledge 613

and equips them with the analytical and problem-solving abilities essential for success in 614

various fields, including aerospace engineering, chemical engineering, civil engineering, 615

and environmental engineering. 616

This course also encompasses a unique combination of analytical, conceptual, and 617

computational problems, making it an ideal subject to harness the potential benefits of 618

a chatbot. With its diverse problem-solving requirements, fluid mechanics presents a 619

complex learning landscape for students. Introducing a chatbot into this educational 620

context allows students to receive personalized guidance, instant feedback, and 621

interactive support tailored to their specific needs, enhancing their understanding and 622

proficiency in this challenging subject. However, the versatility of chatbots extends well 623

beyond the realm of engineering education. These models, designed for understanding 624

and generating human-like text, offer applications in diverse academic disciplines. In 625

other academic fields like STEM, literature, history, and social sciences, they can help 626

in research, content generation, data analysis, analytical modeling, and understanding 627

complex concepts. 628

Furthermore, by incorporating chatbots into the curriculum, instructors could cover 629

more material on novel and relevant topics, introducing large-scale course projects to 630

enhance students’ understanding and application of concepts. Chatbots offer a unique 631

opportunity to provide automated guidance and support throughout project 632

development. Students can engage with chatbots to receive step-by-step instructions, 633

access relevant resources, and receive instant feedback on their progress. This 634

integration enables instructors to introduce complex and cutting-edge topics that may 635

have been previously challenging to address due to time constraints or limited resources. 636

Additionally, chatbots can facilitate student collaboration by creating virtual spaces for 637

discussion, peer evaluation, and knowledge sharing. By leveraging chatbots’ capabilities, 638

instructors can create a dynamic learning environment that fosters creativity, 639

problem-solving skills, and teamwork. Incorporating chatbots into the curriculum 640

expands the possibilities for experimental learning. It equips students with the 641

necessary skills to tackle real-world challenges in their field of study and prepares them 642

for the responsibilities of engineering jobs. 643

5.2 Result and Analysis of the Question Bank 644

Evaluating ChatGPT’s accuracy against a well-structured question bank serves several 645

pivotal purposes of this study. It allows a clear assessment of the tool’s proficiency in a 646

graduate-level fluid mechanics course. This assessment is vital for instructors 647

contemplating integrating such AI-driven tools, as it provides insights into their 648

reliability and potential limitations. Moreover, by finding the areas of strength and 649

weakness, instructors can strategically guide students on when and how to utilize 650

ChatGPT, ensuring it complements traditional learning methods. This section provides 651

the evaluation methodology and results for our designed experimental framework. In 652
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this study, we randomly selected 75 graduate-level fluid mechanics questions. The 653

selected questions include 25 conceptual, 25 analytical, and 25 mathematical questions. 654

Sample questions for each category are provided in Appendix B. A deep understanding 655

of turbulence, incompressible, and compressible flow is required to answer these 656

questions. Our framework employs ChatGPT-3.5, ChatGPT-4, and ChatGPT-4 with 657

the Wolfram plugin. Two prompts were utilized for analytical and mathematical 658

questions: I/O and CoT. As mentioned before, the ToT prompt suggested by 659

Hulbert [185] did not give correct responses for a lot of analytical and mathematical 660

questions, and there is a need for a better way to write the ToT prompt; we used the 661

ToT prompt only for conceptual questions. The following protocols were maintained 662

while asking questions to the ChatGPT: 663

• For I/O, we asked the questions directly to ChatGPT. For CoT, we asked 664

questions in the following way: “Question. Think carefully and logically, 665

explaining your answer.” 666

• Our evaluation criteria only considered whether the response was right or wrong. 667

Any partially correct response was classified as an incorrect response. 668

• Each question is posted on a separate thread with no chat history or prior 669

feedback. 670

Based on our analysis and the data depicted in Figures 12 and 13, we have 671

determined that ChatGPT-3.5, 4, and 4 with Wolfram exhibit better performance in 672

addressing conceptual and analytical questions compared to the mathematical ones. 673

Both ChatGPT-3.5 and 4 adeptly handled all selected conceptual questions and 674

produced 100% accurate responses. Furthermore, when employing the CoT prompt, all 675

analytical responses were correct using ChatGPT-3.5, 4, and 4 with Wolfram. However, 676

in mathematical inquiries, the highest accuracy achieved was 84%, using CoT prompt 677

and ChatGPT-4 with Wolfram. The primary reasons for GPT’s inability to effectively 678

address mathematical questions can be classified into two broad categories. 679

Incorrect mathematical reasoning: The domain of graduate-level fluid mechanics 680

Fig 12. % of Correct Answers to Mathematical Questions: It is evident that
ChatGPT-4 with Wolfram offers the most accurate results for answering mathematical
questions. Furthermore, it is seen that the accuracy of CoT > I/O prompts for all GPT
models.
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Fig 13. % of Correct Answers to Analytical Questions: It is inferred that all ChatGPT
models worked well with analytical questions. In addition, CoT showed 100%
correctness for all the ChatGPT models.

demands profound comprehension and intricate mathematical reasoning, often 681

surpassing the capabilities of a language model. Insufficient grasp of scientific principles, 682

methodologies, and terminology can lead to erroneous responses [188]. ChatGPT 683

sometimes makes flawed assumptions and employs incorrect mathematical equations, 684

resulting in inaccurate responses. 685

Incorrect calculations: There are situations where ChatGPT makes accurate 686

assumptions and applies correct mathematical equations but falters during the 687

execution of mathematical operations, resulting in erroneous answers. This type of error 688

is more frequently observed in ChatGPT-3.5 while leveraging ChatGPT-4 with Wolfram 689

substantially mitigates such errors. 690

There are a few other types of errors found in the literature. ChatGPT can lack 691

spatial perception, manifesting as an inability to visualize atoms, molecules, and 692

forces [188]. Deficiencies in causal and logical reasoning can also lead to incorrect 693

responses [188–190]. Additionally, there can be areas for improvement in spatial and 694

temporal reasoning, which pertains to comprehending relationships among objects, 695

individuals, space, and chronological order [191]. 696

As evidenced in Figures 12 and 13, the CoT prompt outperforms the I/O prompts. 697

This trend is particularly pronounced in mathematical responses. Furthermore, 698

incorporating Wolfram plugins with ChatGPT-4 substantially reduces 699

computation-related errors, enhancing the overall accuracy of responses. 700

Our study has a couple of limitations worth noting. First, ChatGPT struggled with 701

problems that needed information from tables or images. It could not read data from 702

tables or pictures well. Therefore, we mostly avoided the problems that required reading 703

data from tables or images. Second, our findings are tied to the specific version and 704

timeline of the study. The way ChatGPT responds can change with new versions or 705

over time. Therefore, what we observed in our study might not fully represent how the 706

model would behave in the future. Acknowledging these limitations is essential for a 707

better interpretation of our results and serves as a foundation for future studies aiming 708

to address these challenges. 709
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Our investigation into ChatGPT’s effectiveness in addressing graduate-level fluid 710

mechanics questions has unveiled several implications for instructors. When ChatGPT 711

demonstrates high accuracy rates in analytical and conceptual questions, it emerges as a 712

reliable supplementary resource, providing students with rapid clarifications beyond 713

traditional resources. However, given its moderate accuracy in mathematical questions, 714

it is advisable to cross-reference with primary academic sources to ensure conceptual 715

correctness. Instructors can harness ChatGPT’s interactive potential regardless of 716

accuracy by incorporating it into lectures for real-time discussions. Furthermore, 717

instructors can strategically design assignments to foster critical thinking and 718

problem-solving skills, avoiding direct reliance on ChatGPT for solutions. This 719

approach maintains academic integrity and encourages independent learning. While 720

ChatGPT can augment educational experiences, instructors should position it as a 721

supplement rather than a replacement for conventional teaching methodologies. 722

5.3 Considerations for Responsible LLMs and Chatbot 723

Integration in Education 724

The outputs generated by chatbots are not static but can evolve and change over time 725

for several reasons. First, chatbots employ stochastic language models, so their 726

responses contain an element of randomness and will naturally vary (refer to Appendix 727

A for a comprehensive explanation of the stochastic nature of LLMs and chatbots). 728

Additionally, the underlying large language models powering chatbots are often updated 729

or replaced with more advanced versions, altering the knowledge and conversational 730

capabilities. For safety and ethical reasons, chatbot creators may also modify the 731

system to constrain certain types of problematic outputs that previously occurred. 732

Moreover, different chatbots leverage unique architectures, training datasets, and 733

plugins, so outputs will understandably differ across chatbot applications and versions. 734

In our case study, this implies that the results, prompts, strategies, and examples 735

proposed in section 4 could potentially yield responses that deviate from the 736

illustrations in Figures 5 to 11, given a different timeframe. We observed a similar 737

phenomenon when attempting to reproduce the findings presented by Hulbert [185] 738

(Figure 14 represents the question that we investigated to identify the changes in the 739

accuracy of ChatGPT-3.5, Figure 15 illustrates the wrong response provided by 740

ChatGPT-3.5 March 2023 version [185], Figure 16 shows the correct response we 741

obtained by using ChatGPT-3.5 July 2023 version). All the analyses and results 742

presented in this study were conducted using the ChatGPT July 2023 version. 743

Fig 14. The representative problem used by [185]: The question provided in the
aforementioned study measures the logic and reasoning capability of ChatGPT.

Finally, as illustrated in Figure 1, human feedback is a pivotal facet in enhancing 744

chatbot learning. Human input aids chatbots in learning from their errors. However, 745

without effective monitoring and refinement, the reliability of chatbots might 746

decline [192]. There have been reports indicating a reduction in ChatGPT’s accuracy in 747

predicting prime numbers and its reliability in generating computer code between 748

March 2023 and June 2023 [193]. In summary, we cannot expect consistent identical 749

responses from chatbots, as their outputs are subject to stochasticity, evolving language 750
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Fig 15. Response from ChatGPT-3.5 using CoT prompt [185]: In their study,
ChatGPT-3.5 generated the wrong answer for the problem illustrated in Figure 14.

Fig 16. Response from ChatGPT-3.5 using CoT prompt suggested by [185]: Using the
suggested prompt, ChatGPT-3.5 gives the correct answer for the problem presented in
Figure 14, which is contrary to the response provided in Figure 15. However, the
reasoning of ChatGPT-3.5 to reach this correct answer is completely wrong.

models, safety interventions, and distinctive system designs. The nature of chatbot 751

outputs is dynamic rather than static over time. 752
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6 Chatbots: Assessment and Recommendations for 753

Education 754

When the calculator was invented, everyone was concerned it would take away our 755

numeracy skills. Nevertheless, it has become an integral part of our day-to-day life. 756

Currently, we have a similar concern: chatbots would replace conventional teaching and 757

learning methods. Therefore, it is essential to watch and track the fast improvements of 758

chatbots and decide on their use in teaching, learning, and assessment in higher 759

education. Currently, there are opinions from the two extremes- banning the use of 760

chatbots and AI software or including them in the curriculum. We suggest universities 761

and instructors go against any policing approach rather than using chatbots as a 762

powerful supplementary tool to enhance the student’s learning process. So, the next big 763

question is, “What should be the assessment process if the students use chatbots?” A 764

simple solution to this problem might be to use physical closed-book or online 765

examinations where students are prohibited from using any chatbots or AI 766

software [194]. However, such an approach has been criticized long before since it is not 767

contemporary, and students memorize much unnecessary information to pass the 768

examination, which they forget shortly after the examinations [195]. Instead of the 769

closed book examinations, the instructors can take open book examinations and 770

prohibit using any software, which is very common in grad-level fluid mechanics courses. 771

Another idea of assessment is to design the assignments that ChatGPTs are not 772

good at handling. In this context, our study is very beneficial. We found that current 773

ChatGPT models can accurately answer conceptual and analytical questions. However, 774

it still struggles to answer mathematical questions in graduate-level fluid mechanics. 775

Therefore, based on our study, it is suggested that the instructors design their 776

assignments based on mathematical questions. It is also suggested that the instructors 777

should set questions using different visuals, images, or charts, which the current models 778

of ChatGPTs struggle to answer. However, this approach may be a short-term solution 779

as the ChatGPT models are improving very fast, and future models would be able to 780

handle more complex mathematical questions of fluid mechanics. Another form of 781

assessment could be submitting assignments that include personal experiences on fluid 782

mechanics perspectives. Uploading audio or video files explaining the assignments [195] 783

or in-person presentations [196] can be another form of assessment. 784

Furthermore, Instructors can build their own version of the chatGPT that is tailored 785

to solve specific tasks as explained in 2.2. In this strategy, the chatbot will be 786

fine-tuned and guided on various types of problems such as analytical, numerical, and 787

conceptual, based on the instructor’s knowledge and instructions. This will enable the 788

chatbot to have a better experience in handling previously difficult problems. 789

Overall, our suggestions for the instructors, in terms of teaching, is to go through the 790

easy concept and analytical parts very quickly and spend more time on the 791

mathematical and very complicated real-life problems. The students should use 792

chatbots to improve their writing skills and generate ideas rather than copying and 793

pasting answers. It is high time the universities realized that the digital form of 794

education is critical and included AI tools in the curriculum as a supplement, not as a 795

replacement for conventional teaching and learning. The universities should provide 796

training on chatbots and AI ethics and update academic integrity policies that include 797

chatbots and AI tools. 798
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7 Conclusion 799

This paper set out to explore the transformative potential of Language Learning Models 800

(LLMs), particularly advanced chatbots like ChatGPT-4, in higher education with a 801

focus on specialized subjects such as fluid mechanics. We initiated our study with a 802

review of the disruptions in education, defining what LLMs and chatbots are, and 803

assessing their applicability in teaching graduate-level fluid mechanics. 804

Our meticulous evaluation of a question bank tailored for a fluid mechanics course 805

revealed that ChatGPT’s latest versions show remarkable proficiency in tackling 806

analytical and conceptual questions. Specifically, ChatGPT-3.5 and 4 yielded 100% 807

accurate responses for all the selected conceptual queries. Moreover, when CoT (Chain 808

of Thought) prompting strategies were employed, these versions also demonstrated 809

flawless performance in responding to analytical questions. 810

However, the performance dropped when it came to mathematical questions, with 811

the highest accuracy level being 84%—achieved by ChatGPT-4 integrated with Wolfram 812

Alpha. Our analysis suggests that the limitations primarily stem from either incorrect 813

mathematical reasoning or computational errors. These limitations can be somewhat 814

mitigated by using plugins like Wolfram Alpha, which significantly improve the 815

reliability of mathematical answers. 816

Our research also underscored the importance of effective prompting strategies. CoT 817

(Chain of Thought) prompting consistently outperformed I/O (Input/Output) 818

prompting, particularly in the realm of mathematical questions. Beyond prompting, we 819

discussed the enhancement of chatbot capabilities through plugins like Wolfram Alpha 820

and Advanced Data Analysis. These plugins not only improve accuracy but also expand 821

the range of tasks that can be automated, including code generation and debugging, 822

statistical analysis, and data visualization. 823

While the rapid advancements in LLMs hold promise for revolutionizing educational 824

practices, caution is advised. Custom instructions, although powerful, may sometimes 825

result in misleading or irrelevant outputs. Instructors and students are urged to 826

critically assess the generated content rather than accepting it unquestioningly. 827

Given the accelerating development in the field of LLMs, we anticipate that 828

upcoming versions will be even more powerful, provided that ethical considerations are 829

adequately addressed. The widespread use of chatbots by numerous organizations 830

highlights the urgent requirement for higher education institutions to incorporate these 831

tools into their academic landscape [197–199]. However, the onus is on educational 832

institutions to stay updated and adapt these technologies responsibly such as adapting 833

collaborative optimization and instructor-led customization strategies. 834

Integration of such tools into academic environments is not merely an option but a 835

necessity for fostering innovation and nurturing independent, critical thinking among 836

graduate students. 837

In summary, our study strongly advocates for the integration of advanced chatbots 838

like ChatGPT into the educational ecosystem, especially for automating labor-intensive 839

tasks such as literature reviews, code writing, and conceptual explanations. This will 840

enable instructors and students to concentrate more on the essence of higher education: 841

developing innovative solutions to complex global challenges. 842
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A Details of the Stochastic Nature of LLMs 843

As highlighted earlier, the output generated by chatbots, or more formally, Language 844

Learning Models (LLMs) like GPT (Generative Pretrained Transformer), is stochastic 845

in nature. This means that the output is probabilistic and may vary from one instance 846

to another. While this variability can be an asset in some contexts, such as creative 847

writing or brainstorming, it raises certain questions when these tools are applied in 848

educational settings. 849

Educational tools like calculators or search engines usually provide consistent, 850

predictable outcomes—a critical requirement for objective learning and assessment. 851

Imagine a calculator that gives different answers each time you input the same equation; 852

it would be unreliable for educational purposes. 853

Some chatbots, including Claude and ChatGPT, offer features like “Retry” or 854

“Regenerate” that allow users to request new outputs. Instructors should be aware of 855

this stochastic element and are advised to explore the range of possible responses to 856

ensure they align with educational objectives. 857

In this appendix, we delve into the mathematical foundations that underlie these 858

stochastic behaviors to provide instructors with a deeper understanding of what 859

chatbots are actually doing when generating responses. 860

A.1 Markov Chains and Autoregressive Models: The 861

Underlying Mechanics 862

To understand why chatbots produce variable outputs, it is helpful to consider the 863

concept of a Markov Chain. In its simplest form, a Markov Chain is a sequence of 864

events where the probability of each event occurring depends solely on the state of the 865

previous event. When applied to language, this means that the likelihood of the next 866

word appearing in a sentence depends only on the current word. 867

However, modern chatbots use more advanced versions of this concept, known as 868

autoregressive models. In these, the probability of the next word appearing depends on 869

the last p words rather than just the current word. This allows the model to generate 870

more coherent and contextually relevant text. 871

A.2 A Bayesian Perspective: Updating Probabilities 872

On-The-Fly 873

From a Bayesian point of view, the chatbot constantly updates its ’beliefs’—in this case, 874

the probabilities of potential next words—based on the new words it encounters. These 875

updates are mathematically represented by Bayes’ theorem: 876

P (next word|context) = P (context|next word)⇥ P (next word)

P (context)
(1)

Here, P (next word|context) is the probability of the next word given the current 877

context, while P (context|next word) and P (next word) are the likelihood of the context 878

given the next word and the prior probability of the next word, respectively. The term 879

P (context) is a normalizing constant that ensures all probabilities sum to one. By 880

continuously updating these probabilities, the chatbot can produce text that is coherent 881

and contextually appropriate, albeit with a degree of stochastic variability. 882
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A.3 Connecting Autoregressive Models with Probabilities: The 883

Predictive Nature of Chatbots 884

In the realm of language models, autoregressive models predict the next word based on 885

probabilities tied to the preceding words or context. This is crucial to understand 886

because it means that the chatbot isn’t just picking words randomly; it is making 887

educated guesses based on what it has “learned” during its training phase. 888

For a simple first-order autoregressive model, abbreviated as AR(1), the probability 889

of the upcoming word, given the current word, can be expressed as: 890

P (Wt+1 = w|Wt) = f(Wt; ✓) (2)

In this formula, f represents a function parameterized by ✓, which gives the probability 891

of the next word w occurring, given the current word Wt. 892

A.4 Temperature Scaling: Fine-Tuning the Randomness 893

After calculating these probabilities using an autoregressive model (which you can think 894

of as our “educated guesses” influenced by the context), we can further refine them with 895

a technique known as temperature scaling. The formula for this is: 896

P 0(wi) =
P (wi)

1
T

P
j P (wj)

1
T

(3)

Here, T is the temperature parameter. A high temperature will make the output more 897

random: the probabilities raised to the 0-th power are nearly constant. Conversely, a 898

low temperature will make it more deterministic because the largest probability will be 899

selected as smaller probabilities are driven to zero. This is particularly useful in 900

educational settings where you might want to control the level of creativity or 901

randomness in the chatbot’s responses. 902

A.5 Summary: Understanding the Stochastic Nature of 903

Language Learning Models 904

In summary, when an autoregressive model generates probabilities for the next word, it 905

uses a well-defined probabilistic framework. This framework takes into account the 906

context (previous words) to determine the probabilities of potential next words. Various 907

methods like Markov Chains, Bayesian updating, or neural networks trained in an 908

autoregressive manner are employed to derive these probabilities. Once the raw 909

probabilities are obtained, they can be fine-tuned using temperature scaling to control 910

the level of randomness in the model’s output. 911

B Fluid Mechanics Question Banks Used in this 912

Study 913

The following appendix provides representative examples from the test bank of fluid 914

mechanics questions utilized in assessing chatbot performance. The test bank contains 915

questions spanning the breadth of fluid mechanics, categorized as conceptual, analytical, 916

or mathematical problems. 917

Conceptual questions test qualitative understanding of fluid behavior and 918

phenomena without requiring calculations. Analytical questions involve setting up and 919
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solving equations describing fluid systems using principles of fluid mechanics. 920

Mathematical questions pose quantitative scenarios that must be solved through the 921

application of fluid equations and math operations. 922

To offer insight into the nature and difficulty of problems within each category, we 923

have included five sample questions from the test bank for each type - conceptual, 924

analytical, and mathematical. Though limited in number, these examples aim to 925

illustrate the progression in complexity and needed fluency with fluid mechanics theory, 926

approximations, and calculations required in analyzing situations across the question 927

bank. Readers are encouraged to review these samples to gain an appreciation of the 928

rigorous assessment undertaken through this compiled set of fluid mechanics problems. 929

B.1 Class I- Conceptual Problems 930

• What are the characteristics of subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flow regimes, 931

and how are they analyzed? 932

• Consider the vector w = n⇥ (v ⇥ n), where v is arbitrary and n is a unit vector. 933

In which direction does w point, and what is its magnitude? 934

• Discuss the principles and applications of the lattice Boltzmann method in 935

simulating fluid flows. 936

• How does the Boussinesq approximation extend the Navier-Stokes equation to 937

include buoyancy effects? 938

• If the entropy S is considered as the dependent variable in the fundamental 939

differential equation, what are the proper definitions for T , P , and µ? 940

B.2 Class II- Analytical Problems 941

• Prove that the product SijTji is zero if Sij is symmetric and Tji is anti-symmetric. 942

• For 2D flow, prove that the vortex stretching in the vorticity equation is zero. 943

• Write the vorticity equation and the physical meaning of each term. 944

• Prove that potential flows are irrotational and irrotational flows are potential. 945

• Show that the dissipation term in the energy equation is positive. 946

B.3 Class III- Mathematical Problems 947

• Consider the flow through a convergent-divergent duct with an exit-to-throat area 948

ratio of 2. The reservoir pressure is 1 atm, and the exit pressure is 0.95 atm. 949

Calculate the Mach numbers at the exit. 950

• A supersonic wind tunnel is designed to produce Mach 2.5 flow in the test section 951

with standard sea level conditions. Calculate the exit area ratio and reservoir 952

conditions necessary to achieve these design conditions. 953

• A very long tube 3 cm in diameter carries water at an average velocity of 5 m/s. 954

A short nozzle attached to the end accelerates the flow with a 5:1 area reduction. 955

Find the force between the pipe and the nozzle when the exit pressure (P2) is 956

atmospheric (100 kPa), and the pipe pressure (P1) is 325 kPa. 957

• A normal shock wave is standing in the test section of a supersonic wind tunnel. 958

Upstream of the wave, Mach number M1 = 3, pressure P1= 0.5 atm, and 959

temperature T1 = 200 K. Find M2, P2 and T2 downstream of the wave. 960
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• Consider the isentropic subsonic-supersonic flow through a convergent-divergent 961

nozzle. The reservoir pressure and temperature are 10 atm and 300 K, 962

respectively. There are two locations in the nozzle where A/(A⇤) = 6:1, one in the 963

convergent section and the other in the divergent section. Assume the values for 964

subsonic section: M = 0.097, P0/P = 1.006, T0/T = 1.002; while for the 965

supersonic section M = 3.368, P0/P = 63.13, T0/T = 3.269. At each location, 966

calculate M , P , T , and u. 967

C GPT Builder: Customized ChatGPT with 968

Custom Instructions 969

OpenAI has introduced a customized version of ChatGPT, enabling users to tailor their 970

own task-specific ChatGPT models. This feature is only available to ChatGPT-4 971

subscribers; very easy to use and does not require LLM programming knowledge. Users 972

simply need to specify their GPT’s name and purpose. For instance, one might focus 973

exclusively on fluid mechanics, providing specific instructions to answer only questions 974

related to this field, such as concepts and definitions (as illustrated in Figure 17). In 975

addition, users can upload relevant knowledge sources, like relevant course materials on 976

the topic, for the model to assimilate. The final step involves selecting a distinctive title, 977

after which the customized GPT model becomes ready for use, outlined in Figure 18. 978
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Fig 17. Specific instructions and uploaded course materials in custom GPT
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Fig 18. Interface of custom GPT developed for Graduate Fluid Mechanics curriculum
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